What can practitioners and language
learners do to ensure that written
feedback is used as an effective tool
to promote better learning outcomes
in the MFL classroom?
By Martyn Delgado-Hall

Why this topic?
1. International & national variation
2. Education Endowment Foundation top two factors
3. supporting high achievers and lower attainers to achieve

4. Personal workload & OFSTED´s new policy
5. Subjectivity

What does the research say about the
correlation to increased student motivation?
• feedback re-established in some cases the value the
teacher holds of that individual’s learning and that the
effect can be long-term.
• some students may react negatively and fearfully to
the feedback depending on their personality type, their
past experiences in the classroom and perhaps due to
the varying way in which feedback may be presented.

What does the research say about student
perceptions?
• When looking at student perceptions of marking, there
was dissension within the wealth of student views.
Some pointed out that teacher feedback was more
helpful than standardised testing in promoting their
learning and key at certain stages of their learning,
whilst others saw feedback as a distraction and
somewhat unclear.

What does the research say about the most
successful methods?
• From all of the research into written feedback, this is the most dominant
focus in available research, richer than student perceptions and student
motivation
• “It is doubtful whether rewards should be thought of as feedback at all.”
(Hattie 2007: p.84)
• guide practitioners in written marking is to learn to respond more efficiently
and effectively to learner needs, and to move away from prioritising error to
responses, content and structure. (Macallister 1982)
• It also stated that careless mistakes should be tackled and approached
differently to errors resulting from misunderstanding (Elliott 2016).
• use of targets to make marking as “specific and actionable as possible”
(Elliott 2016: p.5)
• In short, the teacher is to use the feedback to modify the teaching plan.
(Black 2006)
• time-consuming and perhaps unrealistic expectation of changing one´s
termly lesson plans or schemes of work within such tight departmental
deadlines.

Research context
• three classes across three year groups were participated in the study
• The classes chosen consisted of one top set Year 8 Spanish class, one
bottom set Year 10 Spanish class, and a mixed attainment set in Year 9.
• The Year 9 students have chosen to take Spanish as a GCSE option,
the other two groups have to take a European language for this
academic year

Research method
• Learners had received written feedback in revision sessions prior to
the written exam in order to highlight where progress needed to be
made in their writing in the target language in general (preassessment).
• Once the learners had received the second round of feedback (postassessment), learners were asked to complete a questionnaire in class
to give evidence to measure to what extent student views in our school
context reflect or contradict research claims in this area.

Examples of pre-assessment feedback

Conclusions
1. Variety of research contexts: primary schools, university contexts,
assessment-based research. Different meanings per culture of
´written feedback´ within MFL.
2. Less is more – the feedback must be accessible

3. Train learners how you need them to respond.
4. Address learning needs, don´t praise or punish.
5. They need to know how to make progress.
6. Limited area of research - more longitudinal studies needed
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